Route Object Creation
Getting authorisation from IP space

Begin

- Is there an exact match route?
  - yes: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-by" or exact match route
  - no: Is there a less specific route?
    - yes: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-lower"
    - no: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-routes"

- Does exact match route have "mnt-routes"?
  - yes: Does exact match inetnum have "mnt-routes"?
    - yes: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-by" or exact match route
    - no: Check the authorisation using the maintainers in "mnt-routes"
  - no: Does less specific route have "mnt-lower"?
    - yes: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-lower"
    - no: Check the authorization using the maintainers in "mnt-routes"

- Is there a less specific route?
  - yes: Does less specific route have "mnt-routes"?
    - yes: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-by" or exact match route
    - no: Check the authorisation using the maintainers in "mnt-routes"
  - no: Does less specific inetnum have "mnt-routes"?
    - yes: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-lower"
    - no: Check the authorization using the maintainers in "mnt-routes"

- Is there an exact match inetnum?
  - yes: Does exact match inetnum have "mnt-routes"?
    - yes: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-by" or exact match route
    - no: Check the authorisation using the maintainers in "mnt-routes"
  - no: Does less specific inetnum have "mnt-lower"?
    - yes: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-lower"
    - no: Check the authorization using the maintainers in "mnt-routes"

- Is there a less specific inetnum?
  - yes: Does less specific inetnum have "mnt-routes"?
    - yes: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-by" or exact match route
    - no: Check the authorisation using the maintainers in "mnt-routes"
  - no: Does less specific inetnum have "mnt-lower"?
    - yes: Check authorization using maintainers in "mnt-lower"
    - no: Check the authorization using the maintainers in "mnt-routes"

Reject creation

Authorisation successful?
- yes: Go to authorisation check from route object itself
- no: Authorisation successful?